An asymptotic technique is presented for finding the spectral efficiency of multiantenna links in spatially distributed wireless networks where transmitters have channel-state-information (CSI) corresponding to their target receiver. Transmitters are assumed to transmit independent data streams on a limited number of channel modes which limits the rank of transmit covariance matrices. An approximation for the spectral efficiency in the interference-limited regime as a function of link-length, interferer density, number of antennas per receiver and transmitter, number of transmit streams, and path-loss exponent is derived. It is found that targeted-receiver CSI, which can be acquired with low overhead in duplex systems with reciprocity, can increase spectral efficiency several fold, particularly when link lengths are large, node density is high, or both. Additionally, the per-link spectral efficiency is found to be a function of the ratio of node density to the number of receiver antennas, and it can often be improved if nodes transmit using fewer streams. These results are validated for finite-sized systems by Monte-Carlo simulation and are asymptotic in the regime where the number of users and antennas per receiver approach infinity.
I. INTRODUCTION
M ULTIPLE antenna systems in spatially distributed wireless networks have been the subject of numerous research efforts recently. Multiple antennas can improve the performance of wireless systems by increasing data rates using spatial multiplexing and beamforming, increasing robustness through diversity, and enabling simultaneous transmissions using interference mitigation. Multiple antenna systems with small numbers of antennas are already available in the consumer market for laptop computers with 802.11n systems. As technology advances and transmissions move to higher frequencies, we expect larger numbers of antennas to be available on wireless-enabled devices such as computers and corresponding performance improvements. Explicitly modeling the spatial distribution of nodes in wireless networks is key to understanding the performance of dense wireless networks, where inter-node distances influence signal and interference powers, and hence data rates. The availability of channel state information (CSI) at the transmit side of links can significantly improve the performance of multiantenna systems but typically require channel parameters to be estimated at receivers and communicated back to the transmitter.
In this paper, we study the spectral efficiency of multiantenna wireless systems in interference-limited, spatially distributed wireless networks where transmitters know the CSI between themselves and their target receivers, but to no other node in the network which we refer to as Tx-Link CSI. Tx-Link CSI can be acquired with lower overhead than full CSI as only the parameters of a single receiver need to be estimated and fed back to the transmitter. Note that this information effectively has to be estimated by the receiver anyway as it is is required for most receiver structures, such as the minimum-mean-square-error (MMSE) receiver. Hence, the additional overhead of Tx-Link CSI lies in the timely communication of this information to the transmitter. In duplex systems with reciprocity (which requires well-characterized hardware and slowly varying environments) however, Tx-Link CSI may be directly estimated by the transmitter when it was acting as a receiver in the past. Thus, Tx-Link CSI is an attractive compromise if the performance gains it offers are significant. Hence, it is important to characterize the performance improvements that Tx-Link CSI provides to make informed trades between the performance gains and added overhead of channel estimation and feedback (which increases with the number of antennas), associated with Tx-Link CSI. Here, we assume that accurate Tx-Link CSI is available at the transmitter, which, in practice, would require slowly varying channels that remain stable for longer periods of time when larger numbers of antennas are used.
The closest works in the literature to ours are [1] and [2] . In [1] , they consider single-stream, maximal ratio transmission and MMSE receivers and use an asymptotic analysis to approximate the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) using a gamma random variable. In [2] , they consider multistream transmission with Tx-Link CSI and a suboptimal partial zero-forcing receiver and find bounds on the outage probability. Other related works where transmitters have CSI include [3] and [4] where the receiver did not mitigate interference. Related works on multiantenna systems in spatially distributed 0018-9448/$31.00 © 2012 IEEE networks without Tx CSI include [5] - [7] and [8] . In this study, we consider multistream transmissions, with Tx-Link CSI, and the optimal receiver which treats interference as spatially colored noise (i.e., no interference decoding and subtraction from unintended transmitters).
We consider the performance of a representative link in a network, in the asymptotic regime when the number of antennas at the receiver , the number of interferers , and the area of the network go to infinity where and the area density of interferers are constant. Transmitters have antennas and are restricted to transmitting a finite number of independent data streams which limits the rank of transmit covariance matrices to . Limiting the number of transmit streams is known to increase network spectral efficiency in interference-limited spatially distributed networks [9] - [11] , [8] , [2] , [5] , [6] . Our model allows to be a finite constant, or grow linearly with .
The analysis of multistream transmissions with Tx-Link CSI is complicated by the fact that at a given receiver the data rates on each stream from its target transmitter are coupled and depend on the joint distribution of the singular values of the channel matrix between the target transmitter and that receiver. We use an asymptotic technique to handle this complexity, which also provides simple closed-form approximations to the spectral efficiency on a representative link. The asymptotic results are derived in a manner such that corrections can be applied to them to derive approximations to "large," but finite, fixed-sized systems. As such, our use of asymptotic techniques is mainly as a tool to analyze fixed-sized systems rather than an analysis of the scaling behavior of such networks, although some insight into this can be obtained by our findings. In fact, for spatially distributed networks with large numbers of interferers , the specific value of does not influence the performance significantly, but rather it is the area density of interferers that matters (see, e.g., [5] ) since faraway nodes do not contribute significant interference. Additionally, as has been noted in numerous works in the literature utilizing infinite random matrix theory (see, e.g., [9] ), asymptotic approximations are valid even when the numbers of antennas at nodes are relatively small. Hence, the asymptotic technique we develop here is useful to characterize the performance of networks with large numbers of interferers and relatively small numbers of antennas per receiver. This type of asymptotic approach has been used in a number of other works such as [12] - [16] and others.
Section II presents the system model and Section III presents the main results of this paper including asymptotic conditional spectral efficiencies in the interference and noise-limited regimes, and approximations to the spectral efficiency. This is followed by Section IV which applies the result to a specific power allocation model and includes supporting simulation results. Section V compares the results derived here with that of systems with no Tx CSI followed by a summary and conclusions in Section VI.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Consider a network with receivers and transmitters where each transmitter-, is linked to receiver-, .
Consider a representative link between and where for are cochannel interferers to the representative link. The representative receiver has antennas and each transmitter has antennas. We assume frequency-flat fading so the vector of sampled received signals at are given by (1) In the aforementioned expression, is the path loss between and , is the matrix of channel co-efficients between the antennas of and , is the vector of samples transmitted by , and is a vector of independent, identically distributed (IID), circularly symmetric Gaussian noise random variables of zero mean and variance , denoted by . The entries of are IID, random variables. Additionally, we denote the transmit covariance matrix of by . As is justified in Section III, the transmit covariance matrix of is
and
is the right singular matrix of the singular value decomposition (SVD) of the matrix , i.e.,
where and are unitary matrices and is a matrix containing the ordered singular values of . We assume that nodes transmit using Gaussian code-books. Each transmitting node knows the channel coefficients between itself and its target receiver , i.e.,
, but not to any other node. Additionally, we assume that knows the spatial covariance matrix of the interference which can be estimated using a sample interference covariance matrix from the received signals from the interferers.
The spatial domain of the network is a disk of radius with wireless transmitters at random IID points in the circle such that (5) The representative receiver is at the center of the circle (defined as the origin) and
is an additional transmitter (in addition to the interferers) at a distance from as shown in Fig. 1 . The interferers are in links with other receivers whose locations do not impact the representative link. Let denote the distance between transmitting node and the origin. The path loss with the path-loss exponent , which is a commonly used model for spatially distributed networks. In order to analyze interference-limited systems, we assume that the th transmitter allocates a power to its th channel mode. This scaling ensures that the system remains interference limited as , without which the receiver will suppress interference to levels comparable with the noise resulting in a system that is no longer interference limited. Note that in the interference-limited regime where the effect of noise is negligible, this scale factor is not relevant as it is applied to both the signal and interference powers in the expression for the SINR.
Let be IID over , i.e., the power allocations of a given transmitter are independent of other transmitters. For a given transmitter, there can be arbitrary correlation between the transmit powers it allocates to its streams. Let the probability density function (PDF) and CDF of for all and each be denoted by and , respectively, and the total transmit power for each node be bounded by , i.e., for each . Since we do not adopt any particular form for for the majority of this paper, our results concerning the spectral efficiency of the representative link are given in terms of conditional spectral efficiency, conditioned on the power allocations of the representative transmitter, in the presence of interferers whose power allocations are random. Except for Section IV where a specific example power allocation model is adopted, all spectral efficiencies presented in this paper should be interpreted as conditional spectral efficiencies, conditioned on power allocations of the representative transmitter, . We additionally assume that each antenna of the representative receiver is subject to additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) of zero mean and variance .
III. MAIN RESULTS

A. Parallelized Transmissions With Tx-Link CSI
Since transmitters do not know the channel coefficients between themselves and receivers other than their target receivers, they are not able to encode their transmissions to minimize interference they cause to unintended receivers by choice of transmit beamforming or precoding. Since the channels between all pairs of antennas are assumed to be Gaussian distributed, no choice of transmit directions is better than any other in terms of interference caused on unintended receivers, although the powers allocated to transmit streams can still influence the spectral efficiency of the network. Hence, it is optimal for nodes to parallelize the channels between themselves and their targets using an SVD and transmit independent data streams on each parallelized channel with some power allocation. We shall assume that all transmit nodes parallelize the channels between themselves and their respective receivers and transmit independent data streams on parallel channels corresponding to the strongest channel modes.
The spectral efficiency of the representative link is given by (see, e.g, [17] , [18] )
B. Asymptotic Spectral Efficiency of the Parallelized System
Let denote the square of the th largest singular value of . The asymptotic spectral efficiency of the parallelized system described in the previous section is characterized by the following theorem. Theorem 1: In the limit as , with the ratio of interfering streams to receiver antennas , the following property of the spectral efficiency of link-1 [given by (6) ] conditioned on the transmit power allocations of the representative transmitter holds with probability 1:
where is the unique, nonnegative solution to the equation
In the aforementioned equation, , is the expected value of the transmit power allocated by the interferers to their th strongest stream, raised to the power , and is the limiting value of the th largest eigenvalue of the Wishart matrix where is an matrix with IID entries. In particular if the number of receiver antennas , and the number of transmitter antennas such that with , then (9) and if is a finite constant
Proof: It is given in Appendix A.
Since the spectral efficiency conditioned on grows unbounded with , it is also useful to define a normalized version of the conditional spectral efficiency (11) From Theorem 1, it follows that the following holds with probability 1:
Additionally, we note that the convergence of to either 1 or is slow and is not a good approximation for moderate values of and . Recall that is the ratio of the number of antenna at the transmitters to those at the receivers. For better accuracy, we approximate the th largest eigenvalue by the limiting distribution of the eigenvalues evaluated at a fraction of the range between its minimum and maximum values as follows: (13) where is the functional inverse of which is the limiting empirical distribution function (e.d.f.) of the eigenvalues of a Wishart matrix . Defining and , by integrating the density associated with which is well known (see, e.g., [21] ), we have for ,
for , and for . If , this simplifies to if otherwise (15) Equation (13) can be found by evaluating numerically.
C. Approximations to the Spectral Efficiency
In general, (8) has to be solved numerically. Moreover, the relationship between parameters such as the number of receiver antennas, interferer density , and the SINR is not clear from (8) . However, a few approximations can be made to yield additional insight into how the various factors contribute to the limiting SINR, starting with the following lemma proved in Appendix F.
Lemma 1: As
, if the total transmit power per node is bounded from above by , then
for . From Lemma 1, we note that if is large, i.e., the number of nodes in the network is much larger than the number of antennas per receiver, the second term on the LHS of (8) is small. Furthermore, we assume that the noise power is small, which implies that the third term on the LHS of (8) is small. Using these approximations, we approximate as follows: (17) This yields the following approximation for the spectral efficiency conditioned on the power allocations made to the streams by the representative transmitter , for large :
where is the length of the representative link, is the transmit power allocated by the representative transmitter to its th stream, and writing for simplicity. Using (17) , we may approximate the normalized conditional spectral efficiency as (19) Note that while the RHS of (18) grows with and does not converge, the asymptotic spectral efficiency of (18) is a good estimate of the mean spectral efficiency for large since the difference between the two quantities diminishes to zero, as shown in Appendix E. Hence, the conditional mean spectral efficiency can be approximated as (20) 
D. Noise-Limited Systems
The techniques used to derive the asymptotic conditional spectral efficiencies (conditioned on transmit power allocations on the streams of the representative transmitter) in the interference-limited regime can be readily adapted to systems which are noise limited. Such an analysis is useful in cases where the number of receiver antennas is extremely large. If one assumes that the transmit power allocation made by the th transmitter to its th stream is now , we will find that in the limit as , in the manner of Theorem 1, the system will move to the noise-limited regime as increases. The conditional spectral efficiency of the representative link will thus have the following property with probability 1:
Note that the interferer density does not impact this expression as the receiver has nulled interference to levels negligible compared to the thermal noise. The expression is simply the asymptotic signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) on the th stream at the output of the receiver at the representative receiver. By combining the last expression with that of Theorem 1, it is possible to characterize systems that are either interference or noise limited. Note, however, that the transitions between the two regimes is not characterized by the techniques we have developed here.
IV. EXAMPLE SYSTEM WITH TWO CLASSES OF USERS
A. Power Allocations
To test the form of the spectral efficiency described in Theorem 1, we consider a system with two classes of nodes which we call the two-class model. The first class transmits with power on streams and the second transmits with power from a single stream. The interferers are assigned to classes independently and randomly where the probability that a given node is assigned to class one equals . The two-class model is appropriate for systems where a fraction of transmitters have multiple antennas and the remainder have single antennas. Additionally, the power allocated by each user to their transmit streams are correlated, which illustrates the applicability of Theorem 1 in systems with correlated transmit powers. Note that a system with constant transmit powers, which we call the equal-power model, is a special case with and . The marginal PDFs of the transmit powers for the two-class model are (22) Using this power allocation model, we can write the following corollary to Theorem 1. 
with probability and (24) with probability , and is the unique nonnegative solution to the following equation: (25) The expressions for the mean spectral efficiencies for the twoclass model with equal powers where all nodes transmit constant power (i.e., and ), (20) become (26) For the two-class model with Link 1 assigned to class one, (20) becomes (27) Subtracting from the RHS yields the approximate normalized mean spectral efficiency for the two-class model,
B. Monte-Carlo Simulations
We conducted Monte-Carlo simulations to validate (26) and (27) . We placed 1000 interferers at random locations in a disk such that the density of nodes in the network was nodes per unit area and the link-length was such that . The path-loss exponent was equal to 3 or 4, and the noise power was . Note that the specific value of the noise power does not play a significant role in the interference-limited systems we simulated. In each case, the number of antennas at the representative receiver and the transmitting nodes were equal, and for each the experiment was repeated 1000 times and the spectral efficiency was computed using (6) . The asymptotic spectral efficiencies (theory) were computed using the approximation in (13) for . For the equal-power model, each node transmitted W on each of data streams (i.e., ). For the two-class model, each interferer was class one with probability , where class-one interferers transmitted with 0.5 W on each of streams, and class-two interferers transmitted 1 W on a single stream. The representative transmitter was always designated as a class-one transmitter. For both models, we simulated , and SINRs normalized by scaling the interference powers by for 1 and 4 streams per transmitter, respectively. The solid lines represent (19) and the dashed lines represent the standard deviation of the simulations. For clarity, only a random sampling of 100 of the 1000 trials are plotted. Fig. 4 depicts the simulated spectral efficiencies with normalized SINRs for the two-class model and 4 streams per transmitter, with the solid line representing (28) with . In all cases presented here, the spectral efficiencies clearly converge on the asymptotic limit as indicated by the distribution of points and the reduction in standard deviation. 1 Fig. 4 . Simulated and asymptotic normalized spectral efficiency versus number of antennas at the representative receiver and transmitters for spatially distributed networks with the two-class model and one transmit stream, with , and interferer density . The spectral efficiencies with unnormalized SINR given by (18) and (27) do not converge as the spectral efficiency increases with . However, the asymptotic spectral efficiency is a good approximation for the mean spectral efficiency for large as shown in Appendix E.
Figs. 5 and 6, respectively, show the simulated mean spectral efficiencies for the constant power model and two-class model with 1, 2, 4, and 8 streams per transmitting node and . Equations (18) and (27) are also plotted in the figures. With constant transmit powers per stream of , Fig. 5 indicates that for all simulated cases, the asymptotic expression is within 10% of the simulated mean spectral efficiencies when there are greater than ten receiver antennas. For the two-class model the simulated mean spectral efficiency is within 10% of the asymptotic expression when as shown in Fig. 6 . Fig. 7 illustrates the simulated and asymptotic mean spectral efficiency with and the constant transmit power model. For reference, the asymptotic spectral efficiency for is plotted using dashed lines. The mean spectral efficiency converges to the asymptotic value in a fashion similar to that for , although the mean spectral efficiency is consistently lower for compared to , consistent with (18) .
V. COMPARISON TO SYSTEMS WITHOUT TRANSMIT CSI
When transmitting nodes do not have CSI and transmit with equal power on each stream, the asymptotic mean spectral efficiency is approximated by [5] 
where . This quantity can be interpreted as the average number of interferers closer to a given receiver than its target transmitter and was defined as the link rank in [5] .
To compare the spectral efficiency with and without Tx-Link CSI, we plotted the ratio of the asymptotic mean spectral efficiency with and without Tx CSI. Fig. 8 shows the ratio of the mean spectral efficiency with Tx-Link CSI to the mean spectral efficiency without Tx CSI (expressed as a percentage) versus link rank for (dashed lines) and (solid lines) antennas at transmitters and receivers. Note that the gain with Tx-Link CSI is highly dependent on . For instance, for rank-six links and two transmit streams, Tx-Link CSI doubles the spectral efficiency for . Also note that the increase in mean spectral efficiency can be greater than threefold for high-rank links.
The increase in spectral efficiency with Tx CSI is greater for large because the SINR tends to be lower for large and so the SINR gain provided by the Tx CSI makes a bigger difference inside the log function in the expression for the spectral efficiency. The SINR increase in Fig. 8 flattens for large because at low SINR the spectral efficiency of a given stream approaches the SINR because for . In this regime, the ratio of spectral efficiencies with and without Tx CSI does not change significantly with increasing . The increase in spectral efficiency with Tx CSI is lower for a large number of streams due to the fact that the weaker streams have SINRs that are close to the SINRs obtained without Tx CSI. Fig. 8 thus indicates that a significant (but not an orders of magnitude) increase in spectral efficiency is possible with Tx-Link CSI.
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
An asymptotic technique for computing the spectral efficiency of multiantenna links in spatially distributed ad hoc wireless networks where transmitters have CSI corresponding to their desired receivers is presented. The transmitters are restricted to using channel modes (which limits the rank of the transmit covariance matrices to ), and the results are asymptotic in the regime where the numbers of receiver antennas and interferers go to infinity. Numerical simulations indicate that the asymptotic predictions are good estimates for the spectral efficiency even when the number of receiver antennas is relatively small and will prove useful as multiple antenna technology becomes less expensive and transmissions move to higher frequencies. Note that propagation experiments such as [22] indicate that with antenna separations of approximately 2.25 times the wave-length, data rates identical to that of independently faded channels can be expected making it attractive to have large numbers of antennas on devices such as laptop computers with high-frequency transmissions as hardware costs decrease in the near future.
The asymptotic spectral efficiency, which approximates the mean spectral efficiency, is found to be dependent on the ratio of interferer density to the number of receiver antennas, as given in (18) . Thus, as is the case for systems without Tx CSI [5] , it is possible to maintain a constant mean spectral efficiency per link if the number of antennas per receiver is increased linearly with interferer density. Additionally, we found that the spectral efficiency in the network can be increased in certain cases if each transmitter transmits fewer data streams unlike MIMO links in AWGN channels where to maximize capacity, nodes should transmit data on all their channel modes with a water-filling power allocation. Fig. 5 illustrates this potential advantage of transmitting fewer streams; a similar observation was made in [5] , [6] , [8] for systems without Tx CSI.
Compared to systems without Tx CSI, the asymptotic spectral efficiency with Tx-Link CSI can be several times larger, where the benefit of using Tx-Link CSI increases for longer links, denser networks, or both, as illustrated by Fig. 8 . For instance, with four transmit streams and 12 antennas at transmitters and receivers, Tx CSI can double the spectral efficiency when , where and are the link length and interferer density, respectively. Thus, Tx-Link CSI is useful in slowly varying environments where the overhead of channel estimation and feedback (for nonreciprocal systems) are small enough to warrant its use. Since the spectral efficiency gains it provides are not overwhelmingly large, care must be taken in designing protocols that require Tx-Link CSI so that the overhead associated with it does not negate the gains it provides.
APPENDIX
A. Proof of Theorem 1
The spectral efficiency of the representative link can be bounded according to the following lemma proved in Appendix B. is the th column of and are unit-norm isotropic random vectors that are mutually orthogonal for , and recall that is the path loss between the th transmitter and the representative receiver. Similarly, are unit-norm isotropic vectors that are mutually orthogonal for as defined in Appendix B.
Note that (33) holds with equality if the streams from the representative transmitter do not interfere with each other, and (34) holds with equality if the receiver uses of its degrees of freedom to null the interference from the other streams of the representative transmitter.
Define the following:
where is an random matrix with IID entries with being a nonnegative, finite integer, and is an isotropic vector with unit norm which may be correlated with . A normalized version of converges with probability 1 to a nonrandom value as shown by the following lemma.
Lemma 3:
Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, conditioned on , with probability 1, where is the unique, nonnegative solution for in (8) and
are defined in Theorem 1. Note that the limit of does not depend on .
Proof: The proof uses the main results of [20] and is presented in Appendix C.
Next we show that the upper and lower bounds of Lemma 2 converge on the same value. Consider (30) with , , and . From Lemma 2,
where the last expression holds with probability 1 since converges with probability 1 to from Lemma 3, and by the continuity of the log function (see, e.g., [19] ). Now consider (30) with , , and . The lower bound from Lemma 2 can be written as
The convergence is due to the fact that converges with probability 1 to from Lemma 3, independent of . Since the upper and lower bounds converge to zero, (7) is proved.
B. Bounds on the Spectral Efficiency of Parallelized System
The spectral efficiency of link between and is given by (see, e.g., [17] ) (38) where recall that and are the path loss, and the channel matrix between and , and is the transmit covariance matrix of .
Since transmitters do not know the channels between themselves and unintended targets, they cannot choose their transmit covariance matrices so as to transmit in spatial directions that reduce interference to undesired receivers. Hence, they should transmit in spatial directions that maximize the data rate on their individual links. Note that their choice of transmit powers to allocate to their streams can still influence the spectral efficiency of other links. It is known that without knowledge of the quantity in the parenthesis in (38), to maximize the RHS of (38) the th transmitter should use the covariance matrix in (2) where recall that is the power allocated to the th stream by the th transmitter. Since all transmitters use the same strategy, substituting (2) and the SVD of into (38), and after some matrix manipulations, we find that is given by (36) shown at the bottom of the page, where are distributed identically to . 1) Upper Bound on Spectral Efficiency: The th diagonal entry of the matrix in the determinant on the RHS of (36) is
is the th column of . By the Hadamard inequality (see, e.g., [23] ) and the fact that for , (36) can be bounded as in (37) shown at the bottom of the page, which after some matrix manipulation yields (33), where is given in (35) and (40) where the matrix comprises the first columns of . Note that is a matrix of IID entries. 2) Lower Bound on Spectral Efficiency: Since the transmit covariance matrix of the th transmitter is , the vector of received samples at the antennas of the representative receiver at a given sampling time can be written as follows:
where contains unit variance samples from in its first entries with the remainder being zeros, and is an vector of IID entries representing noise. The lower bound is found using a suboptimal receiver algorithm where when decoding the th stream from the representative transmitter, the receiver uses a fraction of its degrees of freedom to null the interference from the other streams of the representative transmitter. Suppose that the receiver multiples by , which yields 
where has IID entries and has IID entries. Note that (43)
The zero entries are because for , and is the th symbol of the representative transmitter, i.e., the th entry of the vector . Note from (42) and (43) that the data samples from the representative transmitter are parallelized in so each sample of contains information from a single stream of the representative transmitter. To decode the th data sample from the representative transmitter, the receiver constructs a vector by discarding samples that contain information from the remaining streams of the representative transmitter. The vector is defined as follows:
( 44) where is the th entry of the vector . Thus, can be written as follows:
where is an matrix of IID entries, which equals the matrix with rows , removed. The vector contains IID noise samples. The receiver then picks an matrix with uniform probability from the group of all unitary matrices and multiples it with which yields (46) where is the th column of . Since is unitary, is with IID entries, and is with IID entries. The receiver then uses a linear MMSE receiver on the vector to detect for which the SINR is known (see, e.g., [24] ):
, and is the matrix comprising the first columns of , and is defined in (35). Since all nodes use Gaussian codebooks, the th stream can achieve a spectral efficiency of (48)
Summing the contributions of streams gives the lower bound.
C. Proof of Lemma 3
Note that in (30) is an isotropic random vector with unit norm and (see, e.g., [13] , [25] , [26] , or [27] Appendix A.1.) can be expressed as (49) where the entries of are IID , which means that (30) can be written as (50) Additionally,
If the e.d.f of the diagonal entries of converges with probability 1 to a function , the factor (52) was shown by [20] to converge with probability 1 to an asymptotic limit as . The following lemma proved in Appendix D shows that the e.d.f. of the diagonal entries of indeed converges with probability 1 to an asymptotic limit. 
From Lemma 4 and the main result of [20] , converges with probability 1 to an asymptotic limit which we define as .
From [12] , converges in probability to which is a unique solution for in the equation (55) when . Since [20] proves convergence with probability 1 to an asymptotic limit as , and [12] proves convergence with probability to the solution to (55), we conclude that converges with probability 1 to the solution to (55).
Equation (55) 
Substituting (57) into (56) and rearranging terms yields (8) .
Additionally, note that with probability 1 by the strong law of large numbers. If as with , then for is known to converge with probability 1 to an asymptotic limit for (see, e.g., [21] ). If is a finite constant, by the strong law of large numbers for converges with probability 1 to unity. Thus, each random term in (51) converges with probability 1 to a nonrandom value, and by [19, Th. 5.21] , converges with probability 1 to .
D. Proof of Lemma 4 on the Convergence of the Interference Powers
Let , i.e., is the th diagonal entry of . Recall that , with . Thus, we have the limiting e.d.f. of the received interference powers:
where the convergence is with probability 1 from the Glivenko-Cantelli theorem. Note that this convergence holds even though increases with as because the probability that the e.d.f. of any random variable deviates from its CDF by greater than is bounded by [28] . Hence, for any , , and convergence with probability 1 follows after some algebraic manipulations and the Borel--Cantelli lemma. Additionally we have (60) (61) where is the CDF of . Recall that the interferers are IID in a circle of radius with and . Hence 
The derivative follows directly.
E. Approximating the Mean Spectral Efficiency by the Asymptotic Spectral Efficiency
For convenience, recall the definition of from (51) and define with , , and , and . If we assume that is bounded for all , is also bounded, and by the bounded-convergence theorem (see, e.g., [19] ), (64) since with probability 1 from Lemma 3. Thus,
By Lemma 2 from (65). This implies that for large , the mean spectral efficiency , is well approximated by its asymptotic value . What remains is to show that is bounded for all . Consider
Consider the first term on the RHS of (66):
which is bounded because is bounded from above by the mean normalized SINR of the th stream if the system had no interferers and just noise (recall that transmit signal powers are scaled by ). Now, consider the second term on the RHS:
where is times the SINR of any stream of the representative link in an infinite network with antennas at the receiver, no CSI at the transmitters, and any suboptimal linear receiver. Consider a suboptimal receiver which uses only one of its antennas selected at random if , for some . In this case from [29] ,
where and are positive parameters independent of . The integral of (69) w.r.t. is finite.
If , the receiver uses the partial-zero-forcing algorithm of [6] with degrees of freedom used for zeroforcing. In this case, we have from [6] :
where , are positive terms independent of and . The integral of the RHS of (70) is clearly finite which implies that is finite confirming (65).
F. Proof of Lemma 1 Used to Simplify Limiting Mean Spectral Efficiency
Note that must monotonically decrease with , and that the maximum transmit power per stream is since the total transmit power is bounded by . Thus, for and so for any ,
which goes to zero as . The step from (71) and (72) is because the maximum transmit power is and (73) follows because PDFs integrate to unity.
